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مواضيع برزنتيشن 
إعداد :



I love football , so I joined the football team in my school .
Last week there was a match between my school and

another school , we made a great effort to win the game . 
After winning the game ; my coach praised me and I got

the best player trophy . My coach said he would make me
play in the school team . So there will be a great chance to

play in one of the famous clubs .



Mother is giving, love and tenderness. Each of us remembers the great role
his mother has played in making him a successful person . 

She spent the night working at our leisure , taking care of the patient and
suffering the pain , preparing the different types of food , so that each of
us eat the food he loves , cleaning our clothes to be in the most beautiful.

 image and cleaning the house to make us feel comfortable
The mother is the first teacher responsible for education , teaching good
.customs and traditions . The child learns good behavior from his mother
She teaches him honesty , respecting others , helping the poor and other
.good behaviors. Therefore, every son must obey and respect his mother



Education is the most important means of progress. Education works to develop an
individual’s abilities. When a person is well-educated, he or she will become an innovator or

scientist in his or her field of study.
Scientists and inventors are responsible for development and progress. All the countries

that made progress were interested in education first.
When there is an engineer, a scientifically distinguished worker, the industry will develop

and compete with developed countries. We do not need to import, but there is enough local
production. Production may increase and become exporters. If the doctor is proficient in his
specialty, he will be able to diagnose the disease and prescribe appropriate treatment. And
thus get rid of many of the diseases prevalent among people. The person becomes in good

health, able to work and produce.
From the above, the importance of education to the progress of countries is evident.



The school has an important role in educating the generation. The
school helps the family raise children. In school children are taught
good morals. Such as honesty, not lying, cooperation with others,

order, cleanliness, respect for the great, kindness to the young, love
of success and excellence and other good behavior. 

In addition, the school provides students with many subjects in
various fields. These materials qualify him to be a successful person

in his work.



Pollution has many types, including pollution of the environment, such as
water pollution, food pollution or air pollution. There is another type of

pollution such as audio, visual or intellectual pollution.
All previous types of pollution are harmful to humans, some of which cause 

.serious diseases, which make him unable to work
Including what affects the person psychologically, which spoils the public

.taste and helps to increase violence in society
It is therefore necessary to know the causes of pollution and develop

.solutions to eliminate these causes



Each of us needs a friend who support him in his various stages of
life, and often the true friendship is formed in the stages of primary

education, especially the secondary and university level.
This friendship continues and develops and grows over time. This is

due to the passing of friends of positions and crises show the
importance of the friend.

In crises, the friend stands next to his friend and supports him. The
friend rejoices in the joy of his friend, and grieves when his friend be

in trouble.



Friendship between two people makes life enjoyable. This is because
the friend works to support his friend, help him in time of adversity, and

provides him with advice and guidance, and helps him to solve
problems that are difficult to solve alone.

A friend loves his friend to be a successful and superior friend. A friend
spends with his friend the most beautiful times. There is always a

common hobby that brings them together, which they practice in their
free time. Or a trip that brings them together on weekends or the end of

the year.



It is my favorite friend who respects my thinking. He gives me
advice if I make a mistake. I also prefer to have a common hobby

between us. I love playing football, and my best friend is also
playing football. So that we have fun and there is competition

between us, which increases the skills of each of us.
I like that my best friend enjoys honesty, intelligence, courage,
and be a secret keeper. I also like that my favorite friend is a

successful person.



Sports is of great importance in human life. Because sports help a
person to be physically fit. The sport also works to give the person

some good qualities, such as cooperation, respect for others, humility,
love of excellence, order, time management. 

As sports make the person more confident in himself, and help him to
think in a scientific way, exercise also makes a person love life, happy

with what he does.



My favorite sport is swimming. So I participated in the swimming
team at the school, we train under the supervision of a swimming

instructor.
The school provides us with places to train in good swimming

pools. I am an outstanding short distance swimmer and have won
first place in the last competition. I was honored by my teachers

and colleagues. I train a lot now to get first place in the next
competition.



Adolescence is the age from 12 to 17 years, during which a person
moves from a young child to an adult who must act like an adult.

What makes this stage difficult for the teenager is that he feels many
changes, whether in his physical composition or in his mind, which

makes him feel confused and anxious.
There are some teenagers who misunderstand this stage, and they try

to imitate adults in harmful matters such as smoking and addiction.
That is why parents must intervene and help the teenagers, so that

they can pass the stage safely.
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